
KING OF CHRISTMAS
Ho, ho, ho!

I make 

toys! x 2

“Rudolf the 

rednosed 

reindeer!”

“Oh 

Christmas 

Tree, Oh 

Christmas 

Tree!” Brrr

“The 

Christmas 

Bells are 

ringing”

I got a 

bow

Tweet, 

tweet

Mwah! “Let it 

Snow” 

x 3
Bang!

I’m a big 

red sock

Squark! 

Don’t 

eat me!
A lump 

of coal...



How to Play ‘King of Christmas’
This is a Christmas version of ‘King of the Jungle’ and 

adaptable to class sizes by removing of adding 
characters.

• The aim of the game is to become Father 
Christmas, the King of Christmas.

• Form a semicircle and give everyone a character – 
with both a sound effect and action (as detailed in 
the image. However, the top seat must be Father 
Christmas (most important) and the bottom seat, a 
lump of coal (least important).  The key thing to 
remember is that the seat is the character not the 
person. As students move up the importance “food 
chain” they take on the new character and action.

• The game begins with the person who is Father 
Christmas saying ‘Ho, Ho, Ho!’ and rubbing his 
belly, they then give the action for another 
character.

• The person who is that character gives their action 
and sound effect followed by another one (but they 
can’t do the character that’s just been) and so on.

• If someone makes a mistake, lacks energy or 
hesitates for too long they become the lump of coal 
and everyone in seats below them moves up a 
place. 

• Remember that the idea is to get the person who is 
the Father Christmas to make a mistake.

Any character sound effects in speech marks are SUNG to 
the melody of the song they come from.

FATHER CHRISTMAS - rubs belly
ELF - pretends to hammer in time with the syllables in the 
speech
RUDOLPH - uses hands to make antlers on top of the 
head
CHRISTMAS TREE - makes a triangle above the head to 
represent the tree
SNOWMAN - cross arms over and rub arms as though 
shivering
BELL - pretend to ring bell in right hand
PRESENT - using both hands pretending to tie a giant bow 
on top of the head
ROBIN - make wings under the arms that flap once on 
both words
MISTLETOE - as if holding above head and kiss the air 
underneath it 
SNOWFLAKE - British Sign Language sign for snowing 
(00:23) in time with singing
CRACKER - as if holding and breaking a cracker by oneself 
with both hands (one of each end)
STOCKING - lifting up right leg as if pulling on giant red 
sock
TURKEY - like the robin, make wings under arms and flap 
once with a squawk before saying text
COAL - cup both hands together and stare in them as if 
holding a lump of coal (and very disappointed!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDIEIH5hr4U

